This paper provides the rst in-depth study of the algorithmic questions involved in the scheduling of space-sharing for Internet advertising. We consider the scheduling problem where each a d v ertisement is speci ed by a geometry and a display frequency. G i v en a set of ads, a schedule of the ads speci es which ads are to be displayed at the same time. The objective is nd a schedule of the ads such that (1) each a d i s d i s p l a yed with the correct frequency, (2) each ad is allocated enough space for the speci ed geometry, (3) all the ads to be displayed simultaneously can be arranged in the space available for advertising. We demonstrate that an optimal schedule can be determined by nding a solution to a new variant of the bin packing problem that we i n troduce. In this new variant, there are a numb e r o f c o p i e s o f e a c h i t e m t o be placed into the bins. In addition to the usual bin packing requirements, all copies of an item must be placed in di erent bins.
Introduction
Advertisers have recently become aware of the power of the Internet, and this has led to an enormous increase in World Wide Web sites that provide space for advertising. An important aspect of Internet advertising is space-sharing: using the same advertising space to display s e v eral di erent ads. This can be done by displaying di erent ads to di erent u s e r s , b y periodically updating what is displayed to a given user, or by displaying a set of small ads that together use the available space. These techniques allow advertisers to purchase small portions of expensive spaces increasing the demand for advertising, and they allow users to be shown a greater variety of ads, increasing the overall advertising e ectiveness Dou98]. Space-sharing also allows advertisers to target speci c subsets of the audience, and in fact much o f the existing software for scheduling Internet advertisements focuses on audience targeting Dou98, Net98, W 3 . 9 8 ]. Although audience targeting is an important consideration, the concentration on this one aspect of space-sharing has left many other scheduling problems unresolved. For example, major players in the Internet advertising business will not sell space for an ad unless that ad has a single, pre-speci ed shape, presumably because of the di culty i n s c heduling ads of di erent shapes. Another example is that, to our knowledge, no existing software allows the space provider to split the ad space into two or more \ad windows" that display di erent ads. In this paper, we address generalizations of these unresolved scheduling problems, and provide algorithms that greatly increasing the exibility o f I n ternet advertising. We consider a scenario where the advertisements are speci ed in terms of three parameters. The access fraction of an ad i, denoted by U(i), represents the fraction of accesses by users to the provider (e.g., the fraction of hits to a web page) that see the ad at some point during that access.
The time fraction F(i) o f a n a d i represents the fraction of the time that the provider displays the ad to any access that sees the ad. The third parameter we consider is the ad geometry. W e assume that the amount of space allocated to advertising by a p r o vider is xed. Advertisements can also specify one or more target market segments, designating the target audience for the ad the algorithms we present can be applied to each m a r k et segment independently, and hence the market segment parameter will not be considered explicitly in this paper. We consider both o -line and on-line scheduling of ads speci ed by these three parameters. In the o -line problem, the entire set of ads to be scheduled is known in advance, and we are required to produce a schedule where all the ads to be shown to any g i v en access at any g i v en time can be displayed in the space allocated to advertising. In some cases, there is no valid schedule of a set of ads, and thus we also consider the problem of nding the optimal subset of the ads that does have a v alid schedule. The optimal subset is de ned to be the subset that produces the highest revenues for the space provider. Both o -line algorithms have been implemented, and a Java demonstration is available at http://www.bell-labs.com/project/collager. In the on-line scheduling problem, requests to purchase ad space arrive sequentially, and as each request arrives, a decision must be made whether or not to sell the requested space without knowledge of future requests. We require that there exists a valid schedule containing every ad that has been accepted, and decisions on whether or not to accept an ad are irrevocable. However, the schedule containing the accepted ads can be changed at any time, provided that the resulting schedule is valid. This problem is motivated by the demand for fast response with most Internet systems. Providing advertisers an immediate decision on requests to purchase advertising space requires space providers to respond before future requests arrive. Decisions to accept or reject a request for ad space are di cult to change, but changing the speci c schedule used poses no such di culties.
New Techniques
In order to schedule ads speci ed by the above three parameters, we i n troduce a variant of the bin packing problem, which w e call the ad placement problem: g i v en T slots (equivalent to the bins of a bin packing problem), a slot size S, and a set of ads A, where each a d i 2 A consists of a size s i S and a weight w i T, assign the ads to slots, where ad i is assigned exactly once to each of w i slots. Let P(j) be the set of ads that are assigned to slot j, and let the fullness of slot j be jP(j)j = P i2P(j) s i . W e s a y that an ad assignment i s valid if max j jP (j)j S. The goal is to e ciently nd a valid assignment, if one exists. Figure 1 depicts an example instance and gure 2 depicts a valid solution. The aspect of the ad placement problem that distinguishes it from the traditional bin packing problem, as well as related scheduling problems, is that at most one copy o f a n a d i is allowed to be assigned to any single slot. We view this restriction as a necessary one for Internet advertising: it is unacceptable for a space provider to satisfy an ad speci cation by displaying multiple copies of the same ad at the same time to the same user. For example, if an advertiser pays for an ad of size S=2 t o b e s h o wn for half the users, it is unacceptable to display t wo copies of the ad side-by-side to a quarter of the users. The ad placement problem is a fundamental bin packing problem, and we a n ticipate that it has applications outside the area of ad scheduling. In section 4, we demonstrate several uses of the ad placement problem for scheduling Internet advertising. For concreteness, we describe one of these uses here. We can schedule a set of ads that are each s p e c i e d b y an access fraction U(i) and a one dimensional geometry L(i), where all ads have a time fraction of 1. To do this, we s e t T to be the least common multiple of the denominators of the U(i). 1 We s e t w i = T U(i), s i = L(i), and S to the total size of the space available for advertising. If we can nd a valid solution to the ad placement problem, we use that solution by displaying to a given access the ads assigned to one of the T slots. This guarantees that all the ads scheduled for simultaneous display t i n to the available space, while at the same time ensuring that each a d i s s h o wn to the required fraction of accesses. The choice of which slot to display t o a g i v en access can be made several di erent ways: we can cycle through either a deterministic or random permutation of the T slots, or to reduce bookkeeping at the expense of losing the deterministic guarantee that the access fractions are adhered to, we can display a random slot to each access. We show that any solution to the ad placement problem can also be used directly to schedule ads in the other two scenarios where each ad is speci ed by t wo parameters. We also show that solutions to the ad placement problem can be used, with some restrictions, to schedule ads where the geometry is speci ed by more than 1 dimension. However, even scheduling ads with a 1-dimensional geometry has many uses. For example, this can be used when the space allocated to advertising is a horizontal bar, and the width of the ads vary but the ads all have a height equal to the advertising space. We also show that, with some restrictions, we can use solutions to the ad placement problem to nd a schedule for the Full Assignment Problem, where each ad is speci ed in terms of an access fraction, a time fraction, as well as a geometry of any n umber of dimensions. 
New Results
A reduction from Bin Packing to the ad placement problem (with 8i : w i = 1) demonstrates that it is NP-Hard to decide whether or not there exists a valid assignment using all the requested ads. However, this is not the case when the ad sizes are divisible: when the ad sizes form a sequence S = p 1 > p 2 > p 3 : : : such that for all k, p k is an integer multiple of p k+1 . Given any set A of n ads with divisible sizes, we p r o vide an algorithm that, in time O( P n i=1 w i + sort(A)), nds a valid assignment of ads to slots, if such an assignment exists. Here, sort(A) is the time required to sort the n ads by size, and because of the divisibility assumption, this allows for use of standard integer sorting techniques. Note that a lower bound of ( P n i=1 w i ) exists for any algorithm that outputs each assignment of an ad to a slot. This algorithm also provides us with a 2-approximation for the case where the ad sizes are arbitrary real numbers. We also show that for the case where there does not exist a valid assignment of the entire set of ads, nding the optimal subset of the ads which d o e s h a ve a v alid assignment is NP-Hard. This holds even when the ad sizes are required to be divisible. However, we provide an algorithm that, given a set of ads A with divisible sizes, nds a subset such that the percentage of ad space utilized is within a factor of 2 of the optimal subset of the ads. This algorithm also requires time
For the on-line problem, we s h o w that any on-line algorithm performs very poorly if the only restriction on ad sizes and weights is that the ad sizes must be divisible. Thus, the space provider must further restrict the allowed choices. We here show that if the ad sizes are divisible, Z is the maximum allowed ad size, and V is the maximum allowed ad weight, where ZV < ST 2 , then we can e ciently (and deterministically) make the required on-line decisions so that the percentage of ad space utilized is within a factor of ST ST;Z(2V ;1) of the optimal o -line choices for every sequence of requests. We also show that this is the best possible for any on-line algorithm, even when randomness is used.
Previous work
The power of using divisible sizes in a related context has been demonstrated in CGJ87], which considers variations on the bin packing problem using the same assumption. The ad placement problem can in fact be described as a bin packing problem where, in addition to the standard notion of the size of an item s i , e v ery item also has a weight w i , a n d a c o p y of item i must be placed in exactly w i distinct bins. To our knowledge, bin packing with this additional requirement has not been previously considered. The ad placement problem can also be compared with the 2-D bin packing problem BCR80, CGJT80, BS83], in which rectangles must be placed into a strip of xed width, where the objective is to minimize the height of the strip. In the ad placement problem, if each a d i is viewed as a rectangle of height s i and width w i , then the two problems are identical.
However, this is an overly restrictive v ersion of the ad placement problem. For example, consider the problem of placing three ads, each o f w eight 2 a n d s i z e 1 , i n to 3 slots. There exists a placement of these ads such that each time slot contains 2 adds, but for the corresponding 2-D bin packing problem, the optimal placement has height 3 . Many authors have considered the problem of scheduling parallel jobs on a set of processors see, e.g., CM96, GG75, F K S T 9 3 , HSW96, L T94, SWW91, TSWY94, TWY92, S c h96]. If we i n terpret the size of an ad s i , a s t h e n umber of processor required by a parallel job, and w i T as the time required by the same job, then the ad placement problem can be interpreted as the scheduling of independent, non-malleable jobs for identical processors, where both preemption and job migration are allowed at no cost, and the objective is to minimize the makespan. To our knowledge, this combination has not been previously considered, possibly because of the impractical nature of this set of assumptions when considered as a parallel scheduling problem. Examples similar to the 2-D bin packing problem considered above show t h a t c hanging any of the requirements can change the optimal schedule. There are a growing number of companies providing services for scheduling Internet advertising (e.g., Bel98]). To our knowledge, none of these permit the scheduling of ads of more than one shape, and there are no available references that provide details on the techniques used or the quality of the solutions provided.
Outline. In section 2, we consider the o -line problems of nding a valid solution to the ad placement problem with a given set of ads, and of nding the optimal subset of a set of ads that h a s a v alid schedule. In section 3 we give upper and lower bounds for the on-line ad placement problem. In section 4, we p r e s e n t the various uses for solutions to the ad placement problem. This follows from the fact that bin packing is a special case of the ad placement problem. We here consider the version of the problem where the allowed ad sizes form a divisible sequence this provides us with a 2-approximation to the general problem. Before we present an algorithm for this problem, we p r o vide additional motivation for the di culty of the problem considered by pointing out several natural seeming algorithms for this problem that do not always nd a valid assignment in the cases where such an assignment exists. We use the example depicted in gure 1, which when T = 4, has the solution depicted in gure 2.
An algorithm commonly used to approximate bin packing (see for example KRS96]), called Best Fit, is to place each a d i n t h e s l o t t h a t w ould maximize the resulting fullness of the slot. However, in the given example, this places ad 1 and ad 2 in the same slot, after which ads 5,6,7 and 8 cannot be placed. Thus, this algorithm does not always nd the best solution for the ad placement problem. The algorithm that places the ads in sorted order by size, from largest to smallest, placing each a d i in the w i fullest slots, has the same di culty as Best Fit. Next consider the algorithm that places the ads in sorted order by size, from smallest to largest, placing ad i in the w i least full slots. This algorithm places ads 3 and 4 into disjoint subsets of the slots, after which ads 1 and 2 cannot be placed. The algorithm that places the ads in sorted order from largest weight to smallest weight, placing ad i in the w i least full slots has the same di culty.
However, there is an algorithm that always provides an optimal schedule. One of the main results of this paper is to demonstrate that such an algorithm is the following, which is called Largest-Size Least-Full, or LSLF. Algorithm LSLF Sort the ads by size, from largest to smallest.
Assign the ads in the sorted order, where ad i is assigned to the w i least full slots.
This algorithm can be implemented in time O( P n i=1 w i + sort(A)) by m a i n taining linked lists of slots, where each list contains all the slots of a given fullness. The heads to these lists are chained together into a doubly-linked list, called main-list. We maintain the invariant that the lists in main-list are stored in increasing order of fullness. Thus, we can always nd the w i least full slots in time O(w i ). Furthermore, we c a n a l w ays perform the required increases of slot fullness in O(1) time. To see this, consider what happens when the fullness of a slot t is increased from t before to t after . Because we h a ve divisible ad sizes, and the ads are placed in non-increasing order of size, the list that contains the slots of size t after must be the successor in main-list of the list containing the slots of size t before .
Theorem 2.2 Given a parameter T and a set of ads A with divisible ad sizes, LSLF nds an assignment which minimizes the maximum fullness of the slots.
Proof. We assume w.l.o.g. that ad i is the i th largest ad, sorted by ad size. After LSLF assigns ad l, the locations where ad l is assigned can be divided into 2 regions: the least full p w l slots, and w l ; p other slots j that all have jP(j)j = S 0 , for some xed S 0 . Also, any slot j that is not assigned ad l for which jP (j)j < S 0 , m ust have jP(j)j = S 0 ; s l . L e t q be w i plus the number of slots that are not assigned ad l and have jP(j)j = S 0 ; s l (see gure 3). For an assignment Y l of the rst l ads in A, l e t k be the smallest integer such that F k (Y l ) < F k (G l ).
To show h o w to use such a Y to construct an assignment of the rst l ; 1 ads that violates the inductive h ypothesis, we consider 3 cases, and show that in each c a s e w e merely need to remove the ad l from the slots that it has been assigned to. 
Finding the optimal subset with a valid schedule
In some cases, a valid schedule of the ads does not exist, in which case we w ant to nd the best subset of the ads that does have a v alid schedule. We wish to nd the subset of the ads that maximizes advertising revenues. We here assume that the pricing scheme is proportional to the percentage of ad space utilized, but the techniques we describe apply to other pricing schemes as well. We here de ne the optimal subset A 0 to be the subset that maximizes Proof. This is by a reduction from the partition problem.
Recall PARTITION:
Instance: Finite set B and height h i 2 Z + for each i 2 B. Question: Is there a subset B 0 B such that P i2B 0 h i = P i2B;B 0 h i . To reduce an instance of PARTITION to the question of nding the optimal subset, we l e t T = 1 2 P i2B h i , and S = 1. The set of ads A has one ad for each element o f B, where the weight o f t h e ad is equal to the height of the corresponding element i n B, and the size of the ad is 1. Determining the optimal subset for this T, S and set of ads A answers the corresponding partition question.
We show that the following algorithm provides a 2-approximation for this problem. S and weight T, w h i c h, when k < S= are followed by one nal ad that has size S and weight T. A n y deterministic algorithm that accepts one of the rst S= ads does very poorly for the sequence where the next ad has size S. A n y deterministic algorithm that does not accept one of the rst S= ads does very poorly for the sequence where there is no ad with size S. T h us, the space provider needs to further restrict the allowed ad sizes and weights. We consider the scenario where there is an upper bound on both the ad size and the ad weight. We study the following algorithm.
Algorithm OL-LSLF
Every new customer request is accepted if it can be accepted without violating the requirement that there exists a valid assignment (which can be decided by LSLF). These theorems demonstrate that the algorithm OL-LSLF is optimal, even if randomness is allowed, since can be made arbitrarily small. The proofs appear in appendix B.
Using solutions to the ad placement problem
In this section, we describe some of the uses for the ad placement problem to schedule ads. In the introduction, we described how to use solutions to schedule ads speci ed by an access fraction and a one dimensional geometry. Similarly, solutions to the ad placement problem can be used to schedule ads where each a d i is speci ed by a one dimensional geometry L(i), and a rational time fraction F(i). We assume every ad has access fraction 1. In this case, we s e t T to be the least common multiple of the denominators of the F(i). We s e t w i = T F(i), s i = L(i), and S to the total available ad space. Once we h a ve a v alid ad assignment, all accesses are treated identically, and at any instant in time, what is displayed in the ad space is a set of ads that are assigned to one of the slots in the ad assignment. The choice of which slot to display can be made by cycling through either a deterministic or random permutation of the ads, or by always choosing a random slot. Note that when an ad is speci ed in terms of both access and time fraction, the time fraction of an ad represents the fraction of time that the ad is displayed, given that an access sees the ad at all. For space providers where most accesses have a v ery short duration, the advantage gained by occasionally updating the set of ads seen by a single access is small, and thus in these scenarios the time fraction of all ads will typically be 1. However, for space providers that are accessed for longer periods of time, it becomes advantageous to update the ad space over time, and so for such providers, the time fraction becomes an important consideration. Space providers that are accessed for longer periods of time include on-line news services, and in fact the on-line news service PointCast Poi98] updates its advertising space periodically. It is also possible that advertisements in the future will appear on web browsers, another set of potential space providers that are accessed for longer periods of time.
Solutions to the ad placement problem can be used when each ad sold by the provider has the same geometry as the ad space and is speci ed by a rational access fraction U(i) and time fraction F(i). In this case, we set T to be the least common multiple of the denominators of the U(i). We set w i = T U(i), s i = F(i), and S = 1 . G i v en a valid ad assignment, when a user accesses the provider, the ads seen by that access are determined by c hoosing one of the T time slots. Each of the ads i in that time slot j are seen a fraction of s i of the time. This can be realized several di erent w ays: by cycling through either a deterministic or random permutation of the ads, where each a d i 2 P(j) appears for a time proportional to s i . Or, the time unit can be xed, and the next ad is chosen by c hoosing each a d i 2 P(j) with probability s i .
Ad geometries of higher dimension
Solutions to the ad placement problem can also be used in scenarios where the ads are speci ed by a size of more than one dimension. We s h o w that any algorithm for the ad placement problem can be used to solve the following n-D ad placement problem, provided the ads adhere to a generalization of the divisibility requirement. In the n-D ad placement problem each a d i is speci ed by a w eight w i , and an n dimensional rectangle of size (s 1 i s 2 i : : : s n i ). We again have T slots, but now e a c h slot is an n dimensional rectangle of size (S 1 S 2 : : : S n ).
Since the ad sizes are now speci ed by more than 1 dimension, not all orderings of the ads within a slot require the same amount o f n dimensional volume, and thus ads that are assigned to a slot also need to be assigned to a location within that slot. Thus, an ad assignment n o w consists of an assignment of ads to slots such that ad i is assigned exactly once to each o f w i slots, and within each assigned slot j, a d i has an assigned location L ij = ( l 1 ij l 2 ij : : : l n ij ) subject to the non-overlap requirement: no other ad is assigned to a location within the n dimensional rectangle de ned by L ij and the point L 0 ij = ( l 1 ij + s 1 i l 2 ij + s 2 i : : : l n ij + s n i ). We s a y that a schedule is valid, if, for each ad i and slot j, w e h a ve that l 1 ij + s 1 i S 1 , l 2 ij + s 2 i S 2 , : : : l n ij + s n i S n . Finding the optimal solution to the n-D ad placement problem, for example allows us to directly nd a solution to the case where the ads are speci ed in terms of a height, a width, and either an access fraction or a time fraction. We shall also see in section 4.2 that solutions to the n-D ad placement problem can also be used to nd solutions to the case where ads are speci ed in terms of an access fraction, a time fraction, as well as a geometry of an arbitrary number of dimensions.
The generalization of the divisibility requirement t o n dimensions is as follows. There exists a series of allowed ad shapes P 0 = ( S 1 S 2 : : : S n ) P 1 = ( p 1 1 p 2 1 : : : p n 1 ) P 2 = ( p 1 2 p 2 2 : : : p n 2 ) : : : , such that for each t 1, there exists a dimension q t , 1 q t n, and an integer k t 2, such that p q t;1 = k t p q t and that p r t;1 = p r t for all r 6 = q. I n tuitively, this divisibility requirement states that there exists a sequence of possible ad shapes Z 0 Z 1 Z 2 : : : , such that for all t 1, Z t;1 is formed exactly by combining k t of the shapes Z t . In order to describe our technique for the n-D ad placement problem, we de ne a set of slot partitions, partitions of the n dimensional slot using a divisible set of allowed ad sizes. In this set there are as many partitions as there are allowed ad sizes, which is possibly in nite. The rst partition in the set divides the slot into k 1 regions, each of shape P 1 . The second partition of the set divides each of the regions in the rst partition into k 2 regions, each o f s i z e P 2 . In general, the t th partition in the set divides each region in the t ; 1 st partition into k t;1 regions, each of size P t . We s a y that a region U in the u th partition of the set is an ancestor of a region in the v th partition, u v, i f U contains V . Note that every region is an ancestor of itself.
Given a divisible instance of the n-D ad placement problem, and an algorithm 1-D-ALG for the ad placement problem that is guaranteed to nd some valid ad placement when one exists, we u s e Run algorithm 1-D-ALG on the resulting ad problem, leaving T unchanged, and setting S = 1 . Each n-D ad is assigned to the slot where the corresponding 1-D ad is assigned.
Within a slot, the ads are assigned to locations in order of non-increasing size, where each ad of shape P t is placed in any region R of the t th partition of the set of slot partitions such that no previous ad has been placed in any ancestor of R.
Theorem 4.1 If a valid assignment exists, then n-D-ALG nds it.
The proof is provided in appendix C.
The Full Assignment Problem
We n o w turn our attention to the full assignment problem. In this problem, each ad is speci ed by an access fraction U(i), a time fraction F(i), and a geometry of any n umber of dimensions. We here describe the solution for the case where the geometry is speci ed by one dimension L(i), but the results easily extend to geometries of an arbitrary number of dimensions. We are given T sets of slots, where each set consists of F slots of size S. The goal is to produce an ad assignment where ad i is assigned to U(i) T sets of slots, and in each set where ad i is assigned, it is assigned exactly once to F(i) F slots in that set. If P(j k) is the set of ads assigned to the k th slot in set j, then we s a y that an ad assignment i s valid if
Our goal is to e ciently nd a valid schedule, if one exists. Note that this solves the problem of interest: when a provider is rst accessed, we c hoose a set of slots, and then, at each time step, a new slot from the set is chosen and displayed. We rst consider the e ect of adding two additional requirements for the scheduling of ads within a set. The rst is that ads be consecutive: that an ad must be assigned to consecutive slots within a set. The second is that the ads be aligned: the ads are assigned non-overlapping locations within a slot such that each ad is assigned to the same location in every slot it is assigned to. If we require ads to be both consecutive and aligned, a solution to the full assignment problem entails assigning each ad to a rectangle within each set of ad slots, where the width of the rectangle for ad i is L(i), and the height of the rectangle is F(i) F. In this case, we can treat the full assignment problem simply as a 2 dimensional version of the n-D ad placement problem.
In some cases, there is a valid schedule that is neither consecutive or aligned but none that are either consecutive or aligned. For example, if a set of 3 slots contains three ads, each of which has time fraction 2 3 , and size S 2 , then there exists a valid schedule for those three slots in the case where the ads need not be either consecutive or aligned, but not if either condition is required. However, the following claim, proven in appendix D, shows that if the time fraction is treated as one of the dimensions of the ad geometry, and the allowed pairs of time fraction and ad geometry are divisible, then it is su cient to describe the full assignment problem as an n-D ad placement problem and use the algorithm provided for that problem. Proof. We show that if B s B s , then even just the portion of the schedule consisting of the ads of size S provides a 2-approximation, and if B s < B s , then the portion of the schedule consisting of the ads of size < S provides a 2-approximation. When B s B s , i f a n y a d o f s i z e S is discarded, then at least half the slots have a n a d o f s i z e S assigned to them. In this case, To see this, note that after assigning the i th ad, M can be achieved at either a slot which w as assigned ad i or one where it was not assigned. In the latter case, m has not decreased, and so d i d i;1 . In the former case, each slot that achieves m is also either a slot which w as assigned ad i, in which case d i d i;1 , or one where it was not assigned, in which case the fact that the ad is assigned to the w i least full slots gives us that d i Z.
B OL-LSLF is optimal
In this section we prove theorems 3.1, and 3.2, restated here for convenience. Proof. If OL-LSLF is able to place every ad in a sequence C of requests, then OPT(C) = alg(L C). If some ad is rejected, then LSLF is not able to schedule the current set of accepted ads plus one prospective ad. In this case, let s be the size and w be the weight of the rst ad that cannot be placed by LSLF. Since the ads are placed in order of size, and the ad sizes are divisible, we h a ve that at least T ;w +1 T ;V +1 of the slots must have fullness S. By claim A.3, this also implies that the remainder of the slots must have fullness at least S ; Z. T h us, if LSLF is unable to place an ad, then the total fullness of the slots placed by LSLF must be at least ST; ZV+ Z. Proof. We show this with an adversary that requests three types of ads: type 1 ads, which h a ve size Z and weight V , t ype 2 ads, which h a ve size Z and weight = m a x (b V c 1), and type 3 ads of size Z and weight V . In a series of ad requests consisting only of type 1 ads, let p i be the probability that the i th such ad is the rst ad accepted. We h a ve that either there is a k 1= such that p k +1 , or with probability +1 , none of the rst 1 type 1 ads in such a sequence is accepted. If there exists such a k, w e s a y the algorithm is 1-aggressive. If the algorithm is 1-aggressive, then the adversary starts by requesting k type 1 ads. Otherwise the adversary starts by requesting 1 type 1 ads.
If the algorithm is 1-aggressive, let q i be the probability that in a sequence of k type 1 ads, followed by an in nite sequence of type 2 ads, the i th type 2 ad is the rst type 2 ad accepted, given that the k th type 1 ad is the rst ad accepted. If the algorithm is not 1-aggressive, let q i be the probability that in a sequence of 1 type 1 ads, followed by an in nite sequence of type 2 ads, the i th type 2 ad is the rst type 2 ad accepted, given that no type 1 ads are accepted. We h a ve that either there is an l D = min(V 1 ) s u c h that q l +1 , or with probability +1 , none of the rst D type 2 ads in such a sequence is accepted. If there exists such a l, w e s a y the adversary is 2-aggressive. If the algorithm is 2-aggressive, then the adversary next requests l type 2 ads. Otherwise the adversary next requests D type 2 ads.
If the algorithm is 1-aggressive and 2-aggressive, the adversary nishes by requesting ST ZV type 3 ads. If the algorithm is neither, the adversary nishes by requesting ST ZV ; 2 t ype 3 ads. Otherwise, the adversary nishes by requesting ST ZV ; 1 t ype 3 ads. We analyze the 4 classes of algorithms separately. F or 1-and 2-aggressive algorithms, with probability at least 1+ 2 , exactly one type 1 and one type 2 ads are accepted. If this occurs, the total number of type 3 ads that can be accepted is ST ZV ; 2. However, the optimal algorithm for the same sequence of requests rejects all type 1 and type 2 ads, and is thus able to accept ST ZV type 3 ads.
Thus, OPT(C) = ST, but with probability at least 1+ 2 , alg(L C) ST; 2ZV + Z( V + ).
For algorithms that are neither 1-not 2-aggressive, with probability at least 1+ 2 , n o t ype 1 and no type 2 ads are accepted. However, the optimal algorithm for the sequence used by the adversary accepts all ads, and thus for the C used by the adversary, w e h a ve OPT(C) = ST, but with probability at least 1+ 2 , alg(L C) ST; 2ZV. Similarly for the other two classes of algorithms, for the sequence C used by the adversary, OPT(C) = ST, but with probability at least Proof. We rst point out that for any slot j, the described method of placing ads does not ever violate the non-overlap requirement. To see this, note that since the set of slot partitions is de ned so that each region in the t th partition is completely contained in some region of the u th partition, u t, the only way for two ads to overlap, is for an ad to be placed in a region R 1 that is completely contained in another region R 2 that is also assigned an ad. However, if R 2 has larger size than R 1 , then the ad placed in R 2 was placed there rst, and thus no ad could be placed in R 1 , since R 2 is an ancestor of R 1 . I f R 1 and R 2 have the same size, then assume without loss of generality that the ad in R 1 is the second of the two ads place. Again, that ad could not have been placed there, since every region is an ancestor of itself. Proof. We prove the counter-positive. If a valid assignment cannot be found, then for some t and i, a n a d i of shape P t cannot be assigned to a location within slot j without violating the nonoverlap requirement. This means that every region in the t th partition of the set of slot partitions has an ancestor that has an ad assigned to it. This is equivalent t o s a ying that the entire volume of the slot already has ads assigned to it. Since v(i) > 0, this means that if ad i cannot be assigned, then V (j) > V .
D Solutions to the Full Assignment Problem
In this section, we p r o ve claim 4.2, restated here for convenience.
Claim D.1 If the allowed p airs of time fraction and ad size are divisible, then if there exists any valid schedule to the full assignment problem, then there is a valid schedule that is both consecutive and aligned. Proof. We s h o w the claim to be true for each set of slots individually. I n e a c h set of slots, we need to assign a set of ads, where each a d i appears exactly once in each o f F(i) slots and requires size L(i), and the allowed values of the pairs (F(i) L (i)) are divisible. We showed that if there exists a valid solution to this problem, then the algorithm LSLF nds one. It su ces to prove the claim by showing that if we specify one detail of LSLF correctly, then when the pairs (F(i) L (i)) are divisible, the algorithm always nds a schedule where the ads are consecutive and aligned.
To force LSLF to produce a consecutive and aligned schedule, we specify that when the w i least full slots are chosen, ties are broken by c hoosing the smallest numbered slots. This does not e ect the ability of the algorithm to nd a valid solution, since LSLF minimizes the maximum fullness of the slots for any method of deciding between slots of equal fullness. The location of an ad within a slot is de ned to be the fullness of the slot at the time of placement. De ne a slot size run to be a maximal sequence of consecutive slots of equal fullness. We show that the following invariant holds: at each step of algorithm LSLF, the number of slots in every slot size run is a multiple of the value of F(i) for every remaining ad i. This implies that the ad placement is both consecutive and aligned, since each ad is assigned to slots within a single slot size run. We show that the invariant holds by induction on the number of ads that have been placed. Since the values of F(i) are divisible, we see that the invariant holds before any ad has been placed: this provides the base case for the induction. For the inductive step, we assume that the invariant holds before an ad j is placed, and show t h a t i t m ust still hold after the ad n is placed. From the inductive h ypothesis it follows that ad j is placed within a single slot size run, and thus ad j partitions some slot size run into two new slot size runs: one containing F(j) slots and the other containing the remainder of the slots, if any. When the number of slots in the slot size run before ad j is placed is greater than F(j), both of the two resulting slot size runs will be multiples of F(j). However, the fact that the pairs (F(i) L (i)) are divisible implies that LSLF places the ads in non-increasing order of F(j). Thus, for any remaining ad i, F(i) F(j). The inductive step follows from the fact that the F(i) are divisible.
